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NUMERICAL METHODS FOR EXASCALE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
SIMULATIONS IN GENERAL RELATIVITY
William Thomas Throwe, Ph.D.
Cornell University 2019
This work has two parts. In the first, we treat a problem in evolving partial differ-
ential equations numerically. Typical methods for such problems are unstable if the
time step is too big. The maximum allowed time step is limited to approximately
the information propagation time between spatial grid points. Typical methods
also use adaptive mesh refinement: for efficiency, the grid points are more finely
spaced only in regions where the solution is rapidly varying. But then these regions
have a smaller allowed time step. Using this small time step in regions where it is
not needed is itself wasteful. While it would be better to be able to use the small
time step only in regions where it is required, developing such local time-stepping
methods can be difficult.
We present a family of multistep integrators based on the Adams-Bashforth
methods. These schemes can be constructed for arbitrary convergence order with
arbitrary step size variation. The step size can differ between different subdo-
mains of the system. It can also change with time within a given subdomain. The
methods are linearly conservative, preserving a wide class of analytically constant
quantities to numerical roundoff, even when numerical truncation error is signifi-
cantly higher. These methods are intended for use in solving conservative PDEs
in discontinuous Galerkin formulations, but are applicable to any system of ODEs.
A numerical test demonstrates these properties and shows that significant speed
improvements over the standard Adams-Bashforth schemes can be obtained.
In the second part, we describe a new code, SpECTRE, for solving the GRMHD
equations. This code uses the discontinuous Galerkin method and task-based par-
allelism to achieve scaling to exascale computing clusters. We have demonstrated
that the code performs well on a variety of standard GRMHD test problems. We




1.1 Compact binary inspirals
The first direct detection of gravitational waves in September 2015 [1] was a stun-
ning confirmation of general relativity and launched the new era of gravitational
wave astronomy. Since then, LIGO and Virgo, a similar detector in Europe, have
reported a further ten events. [2] With continuing upgrades to these detectors and
the addition of additional detectors around the world, the rate at which events are
seen is expected to increase dramatically in the coming years.
All gravitational wave signals observed to date originated from the mergers
of astronomical compact objects: black holes and neutron stars. These objects
compress enough mass into a small enough region so that Newtonian gravity is
no longer a sufficient description of the region around them. When two such
objects are in a tight orbit around one another, their gravitational fields interact
nonlinearly and the familiar laws of Keplerian orbital motion break down. In this
regime, gravitationally bound orbits are no longer stable. A binary system will
radiate energy away in the form of gravitational waves and its members will spiral
together, initially slowly but eventually in a rapid plunge leading to a collision.
These inspiral waves, as well as additional waves released when the objects merge,
form the signal detected by our observatories.
The collision of a pair of isolated black holes requires only gravitational physics
for its description. Nothing is produced by a binary black hole system that could
be observed by more traditional light or particle observatories. If such a system is
not completely isolated (for example if the holes have an orbiting disk of matter or
an additional stellar companion) it might be possible to observe the gravitational
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effects of the black-hole inspiral on the nearby matter or the gravitational lensing
of light passing near them, but no such effects have been observed so far.
If at least one of the members of a binary is a neutron star, however, things
are very different. A neutron star is made of matter compressed to extreme densi-
ties by the star’s self gravity. As a result, these objects are characterized by very
strong gravitational, nuclear, and electromagnetic forces. When a neutron star is
destroyed, either by collision with another star or by being ripped apart by tidal
effects, some of its ultra-dense matter is released and can emit electromagnetic and
neutrino radiation. Most of this matter falls back in, but some of it is ejected from
the system. This matter is extremely neutron rich and forms atomic nuclei with
atomic masses much too large for stability. These nuclei will decay to stable prod-
ucts in what is known as the r-process, emitting a characteristic electromagnetic
signature. This process is believed to be the primary source of heavy elements in
the universe.
When a compact object binary consists of two neutron stars, and in some cases
one neutron star and one black hole, the neutron star disruption will produce
a wide variety of electromagnetic signals that are bright enough to be observed
by traditional telescopes. Such signals were observed to coincide with the end of
the gravitational wave signal from one of the LIGO/Virgo events. [3] After the
inspiral and merger were observed by the gravitational wave detectors, signals were
seen across the electromagnetic spectrum from gamma rays to radio waves. These
observations were the first direct evidence that at least some gamma ray bursts
are caused by the coalescence of binary neutron-star systems. As more such events
are observed, the combination of gravitational and electromagnetic observations
will allow measurements ranging from the properties of ultra-dense matter to the


















Figure 1.1: A possible gravitational wave signal (red) compared to detector noise
(black).
Data source: LIGO Scientific Collaboration
1.2 Numerical simulations
Even for electromagnetic astronomy, there are few cases where a source can be
observed in sufficient detail that its signal can be interpreted without at least a
basic mathematical model of that source. Light curves (light intensities at different
times and frequencies) can be measured, but, particularly for transient events,
obtaining more than a basic understanding of the source requires inferring the
nature of the matter producing that light, which must generally be done via models.
These vary in complexity from simple descriptions that can be evaluated with pen
and paper up to full hydrodynamical simulations requiring supercomputers. In
any case, parameters in the model can be adjusted to match the observed light as




















Figure 1.2: A template for a binary merger.
Data source: LIGO Scientific Collaboration
Models are even more necessary for gravitational wave astronomy. In the cur-
rent generation of detectors, the amplitude of the random detector noise is larger
than the amplitude of the typical signal that we hope to detect. (See Figure 1.1
for an example.) The strongest signals can be seen directly in the data, but the
noise still makes any direct measurement of a gravitational “light curve” infeasi-
ble. Instead, when we identify an event, we generate many likely signals, known
as templates, and then see which one matches the data best. A typical template is
shown in in Figure 1.2. The random noise from the detector should not look like
any signal we expect to see, so, while it will add uncertainty, that uncertainty will
be approximately independent of the model we are testing against and it will not
prevent us from finding a reasonable best match.
An additional difficulty is detecting an event in the first place. A simple ex-
amination of the measured data may not reveal the existence of a signal under the
noise. To solve this problem we perform cross-correlations of our detector data
with each of our templates at all times. If a template is a good match for the data
10

















Figure 1.3: Cross-correlation of a template with detector data. The spike indicates
a match of the template to the data at a time of around 18 seconds.
Data source: LIGO Scientific Collaboration
we will observe a large spike in the cross-correlation at the time of the event, as
shown in Figure 1.3. Once we have identified an event in this way we can deter-
mine the event parameters more accurately in a similar manner to electromagnetic
events: fine-tuning the model to get the best match. The process of identifying
events in a noisy signal by comparing modeled data with measured data for all
times is known as matched filtering, and its use is crucial for obtaining useful data
from gravitational wave detectors.
This raises the question of what type of model to use. For a compact binary
with members that are relatively far apart, the system and its gravitational wave
signal can be adequately modeled by adding correction terms to Newtonian grav-
ity. This is known as the post-Newtonian approximation. These equations, while
complicated, can be solved by a combination of analytic methods and numerical
integration of ordinary differential equations. These post-Newtonian models do an
excellent job of describing the long period of slow orbital decay that brings the
11
objects within a few tens of radii of one another.
Unfortunately, the times where post-Newtonian models are valid for objects
heavier than about ten solar masses are generally too far before the binary merger
to be visible in detectors like LIGO. More complex semi-analytic models can pro-
vide waveforms through times closer to the merger, but all such models lose ac-
curacy as they approach the final orbits and none of them can model the merger
itself. To get a full model waveform we must perform numerical evolutions of the
Einstein field equations and any matter relevant to the system dynamics. These
evolutions are very computationally expensive. There is ongoing research into
finding compact descriptions of the known numerical results that can be used to
interpolate to cases that have not been simulated, but for a full application to
detector data analysis these models still need many more numerical evolutions to
work from. (See [4] and references therein.)
1.3 Current methods
The simplest class of methods for numerically integrating partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) is the finite-difference methods. In a finite-difference method, the
PDE in question is approximated as a difference equation, that is, derivatives
are replaced by approximations obtained by subtracting function values at nearby
points. If the function is smooth1 enough, then as the density of these points
increases, the derivative approximations converge to the actual value of the deriva-
tive and the error in the numerical solution approaches zero. These methods are
relatively robust. The simplest forms make no assumptions about the form of
the solution except that there are no features smaller than the point separation.
1For our purposes, smooth can be taken to mean analytic, i.e., at every point a smooth function
has a well-defined Taylor series that converges (locally) to the function.
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These forms are not very accurate, however. Using the simplest discretization of
the derivative using the two adjacent points, the error is proportional to the square
of the point separation. Using additional points that are further away can increase
the rate of convergence of the solution, but can also cause larger errors when the
function is not well approximated by its Taylor expansion across the set of points
being used.
Another class of methods is spectral methods. In a spectral method, the solu-
tion is represented as an expansion in some collection of basis functions φk, such











For sufficiently smooth functions these series converge exponentially fast as N
is increased, so spectral methods can achieve much higher accuracy than finite-
difference methods for a similar number of stored values. Furthermore, as the
basis functions are known analytically, their derivatives can be calculated exactly
and used to obtain high-accuracy derivatives of the numerical solution.
A shortcoming of this approach is that certain common mathematical opera-
tions are difficult to perform on a function represented as a spectral expansion.
An example of such an operation is the multiplication of two quantities: taking
the product of two series is a computationally expensive operation. A common
operation requiring this is the integral over the domain of the product of a pair
of functions. To overcome this problem, we can introduce a modification to the
spectral procedure to produce what is known as a pseudospectral method. The
pseudospectral method replaces exact integrals over the domain with Gaussian
13
quadrature, which is much easier to evaluate. Gaussian quadrature is an approxi-






where the {xi} are a fixed set of points known as the quadrature points. In a
pseudospectral method, functions are expanded as a sum of basis functions in
the same manner as a true spectral method, but, instead of approximating by
truncating this series, an interpolant that matches the function at the quadrature





with f˜k chosen so that
fPS(xi) = f(xi) (1.5)
at each of the quadrature points. This is less accurate than using a series trunca-
tion, but the error converges away exponentially as the number of basis functions
is increased, so in practice this is not a concern.
As we are defining the interpolant via its values at the quadrature points, we
find that these values are a natural alternative representation of the function. In
this new nodal representation we store the function values fi ≡ f(xi) instead of
the expansion coefficients f˜k, which are known as the modal representation. Using
a nodal representation makes performing integrals using (1.3) easy. This represen-
tation also allows operations such as multiplication to be carried out pointwise,
as in a finite-difference method: f 2(x) is computed as f 2i . Converting between
nodal and modal representations of a function is a straightforward operation, so
we can continue to use advantages of the modal spectral representations, such as
easy computation of high-accuracy derivatives using the known analytic forms of
the basis functions.
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This pair of equivalent representations appears elsewhere in physics. In quan-
tum mechanics, the momentum-space representation of a wavefunction is the modal
representation corresponding to the nodal position-space representation using the
(infinite dimensional) Fourier basis.
In practice, it is often difficult to find a good collection of basis functions that
fits the geometry of a particular problem. For example, for a binary black hole
simulation the computational domain consists of a large sphere with two smaller
spheres cut out of the inside. To work around this, the computational domain can
be divided up into subdomains (also called elements), each of which has a known
set of basis functions. The numerical solutions in these elements are then coupled
together at the interfaces between them. The convergence of such a method is still
exponential, but it is somewhat slower than for a single-element spectral method
because the error is sensitive to the number of basis functions in each element,
rather than in the whole domain. In practice, the number of functions needed
to get a high accuracy solution is usually small enough that this is not a major
concern.
A shortcoming of (pseudo)spectral methods is that, while a spectral method
converges exponentially for well-behaved functions, not all functions encountered
in practice are well behaved. In particular, many equations in physics generate
shocks, where the correct solution is discontinuous. In these cases the spectral
representation will exhibit Gibbs phenomenon and converge very slowly, or possibly
not at all.
The most common method used for numerically solving the Einstein equations
is finite differencing. The solutions, however, are known to be smooth, (except at
singularities) so the problem should be a good candidate for a spectral approach.
The Simulating eXtreme Spacetimes (SXS) collaboration has used these ideas to
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develop the Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC), which uses a pseudospectral method to
solve the Einstein equations. This has proven to be a good approach for simulating
binary black hole inspirals.
Systems containing neutron stars require evolving the equations of general-
relativistic hydrodynamics or magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD). These equations
have the unpleasant property that the matter, unlike gravity, can form shocks. At
a shock, the solution to the equations is discontinuous in space and cannot be
accurately represented as an expansion in smooth basis functions. Equations that
can shock are generally solved using finite-difference schemes, which make fewer
assumptions about the smoothness of the solution. Even using those methods
special care is needed to prevent the numerical solution from “ringing” in a Gibbs-
phenomenon-like manner.
SpEC evolves the hydrodynamical equations using a dual-grid method: the
fields representing gravity, which are always smooth, are evolved on a pseudospec-
tral grid, while the matter fields are evolved on a finite-difference grid. This allows
the gravitational portions of the system to take advantage of the exponential con-
vergence of pseudospectral methods while the matter portions can use the estab-
lished methods of dealing with shocks in finite-difference codes. The two sets of
equations are coupled by interpolating the necessary function values between the
two grids.
1.4 Limitations of current methods
To perform full analysis of their data, gravitational wave detectors require the re-
sults of many high-accuracy simulations. With current codes, simulating a typical
binary black hole merger takes months. Neutron star mergers are slower, but take
roughly the same amount of time because they are evolved as much lower resolu-
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tion. This is far too slow to enable the full analysis of detector data. For binary
black hole systems, while the accuracy of the simulations is typically adequate for
current LIGO capabilities, systems with high spins or high mass ratios are still
very difficult. For systems containing matter, the accuracy is insufficient even
at current detector sensitivity. The situation will only get worse as sensitivities
improve.
The accuracy of a simulation can be improved by increasing its resolution.
Higher resolution, however, requires more computing power, making the already
slow simulations take even longer. The processing power of a single computing core
has essentially stagnated since the mid-2000s, so the only way to use more power
in a fixed amount of time is through parallelization. Newer supercomputer clusters
have more individual computers coupled together, each with more processors, and
to use such a cluster efficiently a code must be able to parallelize its work very
well.
At a basic level, the problems of parallelizing finite-difference and pseudospec-
tral codes are both the problem of spreading points out across many processors.
For a finite-difference method this is, mathematically, straightforward, as the cal-
culation for each step at each point is independent of the calculations (although not
the values) at the other points. Spreading these points across a computing cluster
does not waste any computation. Unfortunately, communicating the values needed
from nearby points is expensive if the points are not on the same processor. For
high-order methods, the values from many points are necessary, so the amount
of communicated data becomes large if the points are distributed too thinly and
slows down the computation.
Pseudospectral methods, on the other hand, achieve higher order by increasing
the number of basis functions in each element. Most parts of the calculation only
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require the values of other points in the element, so as long as we keep these points
together no communication is necessary for those parts. Each element must com-
municate with each of its neighbors, but this is generally much less communication
than for a similar finite-difference method. We have the downside, however, that
keeping the data for each element together reduces our options for distributing
points, and we may need to divide the domain into more elements to counteract
that. The addition of more elements, and to a lesser extent the increase of the order
within each element, increases the necessary communication, eventually leading to
parallelization efficiency problems.
Current binary black hole simulations in SpEC parallelize well up to a few dozen
processors, but after that computation time becomes dominated by evolution of
single large elements. For hydrodynamics simulations, SpEC is currently limited
by the memory required to store the finite difference grid, which reduces its ability
to efficiently use processing power. Hydrodynamics simulations are typically run
on thousands of processors.
1.5 A next-generation highly parallel code
Over the next few years, supercomputers will evolve from providing thousands of
processors to a typical user to providing millions of processors. As described in
the previous section, current codes for astrophysics will not be able to make use of
these exascale machines efficiently. Something new is needed. In this section, we
describe two key ingredients that our collaboration plans to use in SpECTRE, a
new code.
18
1.5.1 Discontinuous Galerkin methods
To create a code that can efficiently use upwards of thousands of processors, we
have chosen an approach based on the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) pseudospectral
method. In DG methods the elements are coupled by the exchange of “fluxes”
with their neighbors. DG methods are simplest to describe for equations written
in conservation form (although they be extended to equations not in conservation
form too). For example, a simple equation describing mass conservation is
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρv) or d
dt
∫
ρ d3x = −
∮
ρv · dS (1.6)
where ρ is the mass density of a fluid and v is its velocity. The equation describes
the rate of change of mass in a volume in terms of the mass flux ρv through the
boundary. If we take the volume of integration to be a single subdomain, then the
fluxes need to be computed at each interface with a neighboring subdomain.
For example, in a hydrodynamics simulation there will be energy and momen-
tum fluxes flowing through each face of each element. In the DG method, the
solution in neighboring elements is not required to agree on the boundary between
them, (contrasting with the continuous Galerkin method), but the two solutions
will be driven together by the requirement that they both use the same value for
the flux between them. This makes the coupling between the elements depend only
on the nearest neighbors, reducing the amount of communication required when
the elements are spread out over multiple processors. This should be contrasted
with how high-order finite-difference methods couple together many neighboring
elements.
A major advantage of not requiring the solution to be continuous at element
boundaries is that when the solution is expanded in basis functions, the basis func-
tions can be local to each element—they do not need to be continuous across the
interfaces. This locality also contributes to reducing the communication costs of
19
the algorithm. Allowing the solution to be discontinuous can be justified mathe-
matically: As long as the error because of the discontinuity is not larger than the
error coming from the numerical approximations being made in the interior of each
element, and as long as both these errors decrease appropriately as the resolution
of the grid is increased, the method is mathematically sound.
In order to spread elements over thousands of processors one needs thousands
of elements, and it is preferable that they each have as few neighbors as possible to
reduce the required communication. As mentioned previously, in a pseudospectral
method smaller elements are less efficient, in that a larger number of total points
are needed to achieve a given accuracy. We choose to accept that inefficiency as
it allows us to distribute our points to more processors and thereby perform a full
evolution in less time, even if the total time used by all processors is increased.
As we wish to use small elements, we also avoid using topologically interesting
element shapes like spherical shells and instead divide the computational domain
into distorted cubes. This allows us to avoid the complexities connected to having
a variety of basis functions that might have to change when elements are split.
We want to avoid the dual-grid scheme used in SpEC for simulations with
matter because it is expensive and has low accuracy, but we still need to handle
shocks in the hydrodynamical quantities. Representing shocks using a spectral
basis generally works poorly because the approximate solution does not converge
well to the discontinuities as the number of basis functions increases. To get around
this shortcoming, we can use elements with a small number of basis functions
(often just a linear approximation) and obtain accuracy by making the elements
very small. This makes the scheme similar to a finite difference method. By
adaptively changing the size of the elements and the number of basis functions in
the expansion based on the behavior of the solution, we can get the accuracy of
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a pseudospectral method in regions where the solution is smooth but transition
to a method that can handle shocks where it is not. The DG algorithm borrows
techniques from finite-difference schemes for computing fluxes between element
boundaries that can handle shocks.
1.5.2 Task-based parallelism
Orchestrating a simulation spread across thousands of processors is not an easy
task. If elements are distributed improperly, the entire simulation can end up
waiting for a single processor that has too much work assigned to it. The amount
of work required to evolve an element can be difficult to predict ahead of time and
elements may be created and destroyed to adjust the accuracy in different parts of
the domain, both of which complicate finding a good distribution of elements.
The second key innovation in our new code is to solve this problem using task-
based parallelism. In this paradigm, the full computation is divided up into small
tasks. For a DG system, examples of tasks could be to advance the solution in one
element one step in time, to compute the flux between a pair of elements, or to make
a measurement such as the value of the magnetic pressure and output it to disk.
Tasks depend on one another: a measurement cannot be made until the quantity to
be measured has been computed and a time step cannot be taken until fluxes have
been computed. At any given time, there are (ideally many) tasks that are ready
to be performed because all the tasks they depend on are complete. In a maximally
parallelized scheme, these tasks would simply be distributed to processors as soon
as those processors became idle. Going to this extreme is a poor choice for DG
simulations, because each task requires a non-negligible amount of data and it is
inefficient to transfer that data to whatever processor the task gets assigned to.
We therefore assign each task to the processor that has the required data. This
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opens the scheme up again to inefficiencies due to an imbalance in the workload
across processors, but it also provides a method for fixing such imbalances. If one
processor has a backlog of tasks and is slowing the simulation down, we can move
some of those tasks, including the data they need, to another processor. This
provides a method for a basic form of load balancing that does not need careful
tuning to the specific problem at hand.
In theory, this task-based paradigm can make the simulation globally asyn-
chronous, i.e., the current state of the computation may be at very different simu-
lation times at different parts of the computational domain as long as those parts
are far enough apart that those times are causally disconnected. In practice, most
complex problems will contain global synchronization points: tasks that require the
entire simulation to be at the same time. Such tasks might include, for example,
changes to the layout of the DG elements. When one of these tasks is necessary,
all processors will be forced to wait for the slowest part of the simulation, resulting
in wasted computational resources. The frequency of these events must be kept
small for a highly parallel code to be efficient.
1.6 Local time-stepping
In many simulations, the typical length scale for interesting phenomena can vary
greatly throughout the computational domain. In a GRMHD inspiral, for example,
the length scale for gravitational effects is set by the spacetime curvature, which
can vary by orders of magnitude between the compact objects and the outer edge
of the domain, and the length scale for fluid effects can be very short where there
are shocks and other complex fluid flows. To accurately simulate these phenomena,
we need to space our grid points at separations smaller than the structures we wish
to resolve. For efficient computation, however, we do not want the point spacing
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to be too much smaller than the structure, because then we would be wasting
resources finely sampling a smooth function. Because of the variation in length
scales, these requirements cannot generally be met using a uniform point spacing
throughout the domain.
We use a variety of methods to vary the point spacing. The most flexible of
these is known as adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). In this scheme, if we need
more resolution within some element, we can refine it in one of two ways: we can
add more points to the element or we can split the element into multiple smaller
elements with a larger total number of points. By repeatedly splitting elements we
can achieve resolutions much higher than the overall resolution of the simulation
in some regions, allowing an efficient placement of points. This point distribution
can be reevaluated and adjusted as the simulation progresses to keep the points
well-distributed.
AMR provides a method for efficiently choosing the locations in space of evalua-
tion points, but it does not address the choice of their locations in time. Just as for
mesh spacing, there are competing interests when choosing evaluation frequency.
For maximum computational efficiency, we would like to space our evaluation times
out as much as possible, but choosing too large a spacing can lead to a (sometimes
catastrophic) loss of accuracy.
Most commonly, the maximum step size is set not by the timescale of the
system being evolved, but by the stability of the integration scheme. The allowed
step size is described by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. For a
first-order finite-difference scheme, the CFL condition requires that information
(defined by the PDE being solved) not propagate more than one grid spacing per
time step. This is a causality requirement: in such a scheme the value at a point
depends only on its nearest neighbors at the previous step, so any information
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moving faster than one grid point per time step could not be reflected in the
numerical solution. The numerical details of the CFL condition are different in
pseudospectral methods, but the result that the time step must be restricted to a
value approximately proportional to the grid spacing remains.
When applied to a code using AMR, the CFL condition represents a significant
efficiency problem. In order for the scheme to be stable, the CFL condition must
be satisfied everywhere in the domain, so the time step will be set by the most
refined region. This can result in many more steps being taken in less-refined areas
than would be required for stability there. The extra accuracy obtained from the
smaller time steps is not useful because the time-stepping error in these regions is
not usually the dominant source of error.
The solution to this problem is to take the ideas from AMR, but apply them
to the temporal locations of the evaluations instead of the spatial ones. If we can
choose time steps locally, then we can choose steps comparable to the CFL limit
everywhere, avoiding the extra evaluations occurring when the step size is chosen
globally. Such a scheme is known as a local time-stepping (LTS) scheme. An LTS
integrator must provide a prescription for advancing the solution at a point to a
new time step when values at neighboring points are not available. Doing this
in a way that does not result in a significant decrease in accuracy compared to a
similar global time-stepping method is difficult. We have developed a new method
for doing this that has several attractive properties. The method is presented in
Chapter 2.
1.7 GRMHD in SpECTRE
A generic feature of the regions surrounding massive bodies is a hydrodynamical
disk. The most extreme environments expected to house disks are the regions sur-
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rounding black holes and neutron stars. In these environments, disks are expected
to result from processes such as neutron-star mergers, accretion from companion
stars, or the tidal disruption of nearby objects. These relativistic disks generate
extremely strong magnetic fields, and so must be simulated using the GRMHD
equations.
The details of the important processes governing the evolution of a disk around
a compact object are not well understood. The physical processes underlying the
dynamics of such a disk are believed to operate on a vast range of length scales,
from the size of the disk itself down to scales dominated by turbulent flow. The
disk matter is expected to form a complex set of interacting shocks. In some cases,
the magnetic fields coupled to the disk can drive a relativistic jet, although the
required conditions are not well understood. It is believed that the time scales
necessary to observe large-scale phenomena such as jets will be much longer than
the time scales of the smaller flow interactions.
Simulation of disks and other extreme GRMHD systems cannot be done suffi-
ciently accurately by current codes. The SpECTRE project is applying the tech-
niques described in Section 1.5 to develop a new fast, highly parallelizable code for
solving the GRMHD equations. SpECTRE can currently simulate a portion of a
disk; some technical issues that we believe we understand remain to be dealt with
before a full disk can be treated. We expect that as exascale machines become
available over the next few years, SpECTRE will be able to treat relativistic disks
at the resolution necessary to resolve both the important small-scale physics and
the orbital dynamics simultaneously. A description of SpECTRE, as well as the
results of its application to the disk and several standard GRMHD test problems,
is found in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2
A HIGH-ORDER, CONSERVATIVE INTEGRATOR WITH LOCAL
TIME-STEPPING1
2.1 Introduction
A common problem in computational fields is to find approximate solutions to par-
tial differential equations (PDEs). For hyperbolic PDEs, where a solution typically
describes an evolution of one or more fields through time, the most common ap-
proach is to apply the method of lines, where the spatial coordinates in the PDE
are discretized, producing a large system of coupled ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODEs). These systems of equations can then be discretized in time and
solved using standard explicit integration schemes.
To obtain correct solutions to these equations, the time discretization must be
fine enough for the integration to be stable. For a method-of-lines system, this
limit is primarily because of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, which
limits the step size to approximately the information propagation time between
grid points. The resulting step size can show large variation across the spatial
domain because of changes in the propagation speed or, more commonly, because of
changes in the spacing of the evaluation points. It is often desirable to increase the
spatial resolution in some regions to resolve rapidly varying parts of the solution,
but this then restricts the step size allowed for stability. Furthermore, in order to
evaluate the system right-hand side, it is necessary to know the entire state of the
system at the time of interest. The time step for the whole system is then set by
the most restrictive of the conditions over the entire domain. If the problematic
points make up a small fraction of the system, then the forced evaluations at the
1This chapter is based on a manuscript that will be submitted for publication shortly.
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remaining points can dominate the computational expense.
To reduce the computational cost of finding these solutions, we would like to
evaluate each point at intervals set by its own stability limit, rather than the
smallest limit for all the points. A method allowing this is known as a local time-
stepping (LTS) (or multirate) method, as opposed to a global time-stepping (GTS)
method. Such a method must describe an update scheme for the frequently evalu-
ated degrees of freedom that does not require knowing the full state of the system.
Modifying a GTS method into an LTS one can have significant drawbacks. The
individual steps near locations of time step changes are typically more expensive
than for a GTS method, so the benefit of fewer derivative evaluations must out-
weigh this overhead. Care must be taken when calculating the CFL limit near
step size changes to take into account variations in the characteristic speeds of
the system in the neighborhood of the element. [5] Furthermore, modifying the
GTS scheme can destroy numerically desirable properties of the integrator, such
as a high convergence order. LTS schemes also do not naturally provide exact
conservation of linear conserved quantities [6], a property often taken for granted
for GTS integrators. In a physical system, errors accumulated in these quanti-
ties (which can represent, for example, total mass) can produce an approximate
solution qualitatively different from the true solution.
Early LTS schemes (for example [7]) typically used GTS integrators with dif-
ferent time steps and performed interpolation to obtain data at times at which
it was not produced directly. Such schemes are easy to adapt to arbitrary mesh
configurations and can be constructed to obtain the same convergence order as
the underlying GTS method, but they do not preserve conserved quantities of the
system. Corrections to more accurately treat conservation laws were developed [8],
but still only resulted in approximate conservation.
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More recently, many methods have been investigated as starting points for more
sophisticated LTS methods, including both substep [9–14] and multistep [6, 15, 16]
integrators and also less common methods such as leapfrog [15, 17], Richardson
extrapolation [18], ADER [19], and implicit methods [20]. Demirel et al. [21] have
even explored LTS schemes constructed from multiple unrelated GTS integrators.
Recently, Gu¨nther and Sandu [13] presented a very general family of multirate
Runge-Kutta-like methods based on the GARK family of integrators [22] that uni-
fies many of the previous Runge-Kutta-based LTS schemes. These methods are
applicable to any problem and can be constructed to have any order of accuracy,
but they are not conservative. Sandu and Constantinescu [6] presented an Adams-
Bashforth-based scheme based on evaluating the right-hand side of the evolution
equations using a combination of data at different times. This system is conser-
vative and applicable to any system of equations, but the method is limited to
second-order accuracy at times at which all degrees of freedom are evaluated and
first-order accuracy at intermediate times.
LTS integrators for the special case of linear systems have been developed based
on Adams-Bashforth [15], Runge-Kutta [11, 14], and leapfrog [15, 17] schemes. Of
particular interest here, starting from the Adams-Bashforth methods, Grote and
Mitkova [15] found a family of high-order, conservative methods for integral ratios
between step sizes on different degrees of freedom. These methods use the linearity
of the system to split the equations into a form resembling multiple copies of the
standard Adams-Bashforth method.
Some authors have derived methods specialized to the discontinuous Galerkin or
finite volume formalisms. The structure of elements coupled comparatively weakly
in a standard way by exchange of fluxes allows for some simplifications to the
problem. Winters and Kopriva [16] presented a scheme using dense output of the
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integrators for each element to calculate fluxes at intermediate times. This scheme
is high-order and allows for arbitrary step ratios and varying time steps, but it
sacrifices the conservative nature of its parent scheme. Gassner et al. [10] presented
a similar method, but restored conservation by treating the element and flux terms
as a predictor and corrector. Krivodonova [9] constructed a method based on a
Runge-Kutta integrator which, while not naturally conservative, was made so by
adding a correction to cancel any error in conservation whenever neighboring cells
are aligned in time. Cavalcanti et al. [23] considered the addition of nonlinear
operations, such as slope limiting, to the integration step.
In this paper we present a generic, high-order, conservative scheme based on the
Adams-Bashforth family of explicit multistep methods. The method uses the idea
of performing single right-hand side evaluations using values from different times,
in a similar manner to previous work presented by Sandu and Constantinescu [6].
The scheme is conservative and has the same convergence order as the Adams-
Bashforth integrator it is based on. The method allows for generic ratios of step
sizes between different degrees of freedom, as well as for arbitrarily varying the
individual degrees of freedom’s step sizes in time. While the applications discussed
here are to discontinuous Galerkin systems, the method is fully general and can
be applied to any set of coupled ODEs. When applied to a linear system with
integral step size ratios, this scheme reduces to the Adams-Bashforth-based scheme
presented by Grote and Mitkova [15].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2.2 presents a
derivation of the integration scheme. Section 2.3 discusses simplifications that are
applicable when the method is applied to some common special cases. Section 2.4
applies the method to numerical test cases. An appendix lists specific formulas for









where D(y), the time-derivative operator, is the right-hand side evaluated when
the system is in state y. A common method is to solve for the variables at a (mono-





with ∆yn = yn+1 − yn, ∆tn = tn+1 − tn and the coefficients corresponding to the

















tn − tj (2.4)
are Lagrange polynomials. We will not concern ourselves here with the process of
starting the evolution, that is, evaluating ∆yn for n < k − 1.
If different degrees of freedom require different time steps for stability, it may
be desirable to evaluate these variables at different frequencies, in order to avoid
unnecessary computations for the more stable variables. Suppose we divide y into
S sets y1, . . . ,yS, and that we wish to evaluate ys at times ts0, t
s
1, . . .. We can then









where Ds is the result of D restricted to the set s. Any attempt to use this equation
to perform an LTS evolution immediately encounters the problem that evaluating
its right-hand side requires knowing the entire state of the system, which conflicts
with the goal of independent evaluation times for different degrees of freedom.
2.2.2 Conserved quantities
A linear conserved quantity is a quantity C expressible as an inner product of a
vector c with the evolved variables (treated as a vector)
C = c · y, (2.6)
with
c ·D(y) = 0 (2.7)
for all values of y. Such a quantity is constant under exact integration of the system
and under integration using Euler’s method. An integrator is called (linearly)
conservative if all such quantities remain constant when integrating a system using
it [24]. It is desirable for an integrator to keep such quantities precisely constant
(up to roundoff error) rather than merely constant up to the truncation error of the
scheme. Such quantities often have an intuitive physical meaning, and frequently
even a small rate of drift can cause qualitative changes in the evolution of the
system.
When solving a PDE representing a physical system, the most common linear
conserved quantities are integrals over the computational domain of fields repre-
senting densities. The vector c in these cases is the vector of coefficients necessary
to perform a numerical integral. In a discontinuous Galerkin scheme these coeffi-
cients would combine quadrature weights on the elements and factors arising from












Figure 2.1: The step pattern for a 2 : 1 method on two sets, with time steps
∆tA = 2∆tB. There are three types of steps: the large step on element A marked
(a), and the two types of small step on B marked (b) and (c). For a second order
method, we use only the two most recent values of the variables when taking a
step. Steps whose values are no longer needed for the indicated steps are marked
with dotted lines.
2.2.3 Second-order 2 : 1 stepping
Let us first consider as an example the case of a second-order scheme on two sets,
A and B, with B being evaluated twice as often as A. Call their step sizes ∆tA
and ∆tB = ∆tA/2. This step pattern is shown in Figure 2.1, where for simplicity
we consider the steps starting from t = 0 leading up to t = ∆tA. There are three
types of steps to consider: the large step on set A, labeled (a), and the first and
second halves of that step on set B, labeled (b) and (c). This case is considered
in Sandu and Constantinescu [6], but the method presented there only provides a
second-order value when sets have stepped to the same time; intermediate values
are only accurate to first order.
We will start with the small step (b). For a GTS Adams-Bashforth method,













where we write D˜B instead of DB to remind ourselves that we cannot generally ob-
tain these values from a straightforward application of the derivative operator. At
time t = 0 we do have values over our entire system, so D˜B(0) can, in fact, be eval-
uated by a simple use of the derivative operator, giving D˜B(0) = DB[yA(0),yB(0)].
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We cannot evaluate D˜B(−∆tB) in this manner, because we do not have data for
yA at t = −∆tB, so we must construct it from the values at t = 0 and t = −2∆tB.
There are two reasonable choices of how to do this: average the known values of
yA to get a value at the desired time and use that to apply the derivative operator,
or apply the derivative operator at both times (using the value of yB at −∆tB































The error in averaging the derivatives is of order (∆tB)2, so it introduces an error
of order (∆tB)3 in the value after the step, preserving the second-order quality of
the base GTS method.
The second small step, (c), proceeds similarly, except that we now use a deriva-
tive at ∆tB instead of −∆tB. Instead of averaging the derivatives at different yA
we must therefore perform a (linear) extrapolation to obtain our approximate


































We could use the same procedure to evaluate the large step (a), but, as this
would not take into account the value yB(∆tB) used for taking the second small
step, there is no way this procedure could be conservative. This, however, gives us
a hint as to how to proceed: we treat the large step as having two internal steps,
one for balancing each of the small steps. In fact, in order to remain conserva-
tive, we must take each of these internal steps using the same scheme as for the
corresponding small step, except using the part of the derivative corresponding
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The first term vanishes by (2.7), so the only way for two sets to take equal-sized
steps in a conservative manner is if they use the same step rule. The procedure

















































Note that the coefficients have changed by a factor of 2 compared to the previous
equations because of the change of the leading coefficient to ∆tA. As the two small
steps were accurate to second order and this is effectively their concatenation, it
is also accurate to second order.
2.2.4 Conservative time steppers
Let us return now to the task of finding a general conservative, high-order LTS inte-
grator. First, we will consider the implications of requiring an Adams-Bashforth-
like LTS scheme to be conservative. For such a scheme it only makes sense to
evaluate (2.6) at times at which all the degrees of freedom are evaluated. We
therefore introduce a new quantity y˜n that is defined for the entire set of degrees
of freedom for each time t˜n at which any set is evaluated, and is equal to y where
the latter is defined. If we provide an update rule for y˜n then, as long as portions
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of y˜n that we do not wish to evaluate are never used, we can obtain an LTS method
by summing the changes in y˜ on each of the sets between evaluations. Further-
more, if the step from y˜n to y˜n+1 is conservative, then the implied full method will
be as well.
The condition for this small step to be conservative is
0 = c ·∆y˜n. (2.13)
This is satisfied if we evaluate ∆y˜n using a standard Adams-Bashforth method,
but that would require values of y˜ that are not included in y. Comparing (2.7)






ni, . . . ,y
S
ni) (2.14)
for some set of coefficients βni and with y
s
ni = y
s(t) for some time t at which
set s is evaluated. The choices of these coefficients are not unique, but there
is a natural choice. We evaluate each step using a standard order-k Adams-
Bashforth scheme, but instead of using the derivatives of the function that we
cannot evaluate, we use approximate derivatives D˜n. As long as these are accurate
to order k − 1, we will lose no formal accuracy for the step. We evaluate D˜n by
treating D(y1(t1), . . . ,y
S(tS)) as a function of the times t1, . . . , tS independently,
and then performing a multidimensional interpolation from known values. To ob-
tain the required accuracy, we need evaluations at at least k times from each set,
and it is natural to choose the most recent values. The known values of D then
form a lattice in the multidimensional space. Multidimensional interpolation from
such a lattice is not unique, but a natural choice is to perform it as a series of
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where msn is defined by t
s
msn
≤ t˜n < tsmsn+1, i.e., it is the index of the last evaluation















with α˜ni the Adams-Bashforth coefficients generated from the sequence of times t˜n.




























The full change in the value of a given set of degrees of freedom over an entire step
can then be obtained by summing the contributions of all these small steps. This
















for some coefficients asm;q1···qS .
2This freedom arises from the fact that the system of equations defining this interpolation is






monomial terms of degree less than k (which are the ones relevant for an order
k fit). A general choice of interpolation coefficients will result in an interpolating polynomial
containing all terms of degree less than k in each of the ts individually. We therefore have the
freedom to modify the interpolation coefficients as long as the modification alters only terms in
the interpolating polynomial of total degree at least k. This freedom could be used, for example,
to set certain coefficients to zero to reduce the number of computations required or to decrease
the effect of terms where the times on different sets have large mismatches.
In the case where the step size on each set is constant, the alternative sets of interpolation
coefficients can be obtained by adding high-order products of discrete Chebyshev polynomials [25]
to the coefficients in (2.16) or (2.18). In the general case we know of no simple method to calculate
alternative coefficients. We have not investigated the use of such alternative coefficients in either
of these cases.
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Figure 2.2: Example of the values of msn and n
s
m for an arbitrarily chosen step
pattern on two sets. These quantities give a mapping between the indices of the
sequences of times tsm and t˜n, with n
s
m mapping indices of t
s
m to the corresponding
indices of t˜n and m
s
n performing the reverse map. In cases where there is no t
s
m
corresponding to a given t˜n the index given by m
s
n is for the most recent step.
2.3 Special cases
2.3.1 Element splitting
These equations involve many more evaluations of the derivative than the standard
GTS Adams-Bashforth method, so in the form (2.19) the LTS method is unlikely
to be more efficient. However, if the couplings between the sets of degrees of
freedom are inexpensive to calculate compared to the interactions within each set,
then the required number of evaluations can be reduced.. Let us suppose that the
derivative on set s is split into a “volume” portion only depending on set s itself
and a “boundary” portion encoding the coupling to other sets:
Ds
(




= Vs(ysqs) + B
s
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These names are motivated by finite volume and discontinuous Galerkin methods,
where the terms from the interior and boundaries of elements split in this man-
ner. Substituting this into (2.17) and summing over the small steps, the volume




















where nsm is defined by t˜nsm = t
s
m (see Figure 2.2). This is the same form as the
GTS Adams-Bashforth method (2.2) using the bracketed expression as coefficients
(absorbing the ∆t factor). The bracketed expression does not depend on the form of
the derivative, so to evaluate it we can take the boundary coupling Bs to be zero, in
which case this is the only contribution to the step. As this is then a kth-order GTS
method and the Adams-Bashforth method is the unique kth-order method of this
form, the bracketed quantity must be the standard Adams-Bashforth coefficient.
Returning to the general case with a coupling, this shows that a set of degrees
of freedom can be evolved using the standard Adams-Bashforth method for the
volume portion with only the coupling terms evaluated using (2.17).
This simplification applies in intermediate cases as well: if the full derivative can
be split into portions each of which depends on only some of the degree-of-freedom
sets, each of those contributions to the step can be calculated independently us-
ing (2.17) ignoring non-contributing sets. In calculations where the sets are only
coupled pairwise, this implies that only the S = 2 case need be considered.
2.3.2 Two-set case
In the common case where the sets of degrees of freedom are only coupled pairwise
the update method reduces to a collection of standard Adams-Bashforth methods
and LTS methods with S = 2. For the two-set case, we call the sets A and B and
define the selection functions ΘAn , Θ
B
n , and Θ
AB
n to be one if t˜n is an evaluation
time for only set A, only set B, or both sets, respectively. By construction, a time
evaluated on neither set can never occur. These selection functions sum to one, so
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By the definition of mn, t˜n is not older than t
A,B
mA,Bn
, so, from the construction of
the t˜n we see that t˜n−i ≥ tA,B
mA,Bn −(k−1)
. This implies that if the t˜n−i is an evaluation
time for either set, it is one of the control points in the corresponding Lagrange






















and I¯Bn;qAqB = I¯
A
n;qBqA . Some example values are shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The
meaning of, for example, the first entry for (a) in Table 2.1 is that in (2.19) the
coefficient aA0;0,1 = 115/64 (where we have chosen to number the steps starting from
















+ · · ·
]
. (2.25)
Similarly, the lower-left entry for (c) in Table 2.2 indicates that one term in the









(− 2∆tA),yB(∆tB)]+ · · · ] . (2.26)
Additional tables of coefficients can be found in Appendix 2.B.
2.4 Numerical results
We tested this scheme on a set of field equations evaluated using discontinuous



























































Table 2.1: A third-order method for two sets A and B with B evaluated twice as
often as A. Coefficients for the derivatives in (2.19) evaluated using data from A
and B at the times indicated for (a) a step of set A from 0 to ∆tA, and steps of
set B (b) from 0 to ∆tB and (c) from ∆tB to 2∆tB = ∆tA.
elements, with each element containing a collection of nodes. The evolution equa-
tions are evaluated locally within each element and this collection of partial so-
lutions is coupled by adding additional terms at the element boundaries obtained
from comparison with neighboring elements. The application of the LTS scheme
to this type of problem is natural: the elements themselves can each be evolved
uniformly using a standard GTS method, with only the couplings to the neighbors
using the more complicated LTS equations.




For numerical purposes, this is usually written in a form that contains only first

































−∆tA 0 − 7
12
0
−2∆tA 0 0 1
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Table 2.2: Rules for reducing the time step size in one set to start the algorithm
in Table 2.1 from a GTS state. For t ≤ 0 both sets step together at interval ∆tA,
after which set B changes to a step of ∆tB = ∆tA/2. For steps before t = 0
the standard GTS rules can be used, and for steps beyond t = ∆tA the rules in
Table 2.1 apply.




~Φ = ∇ψ. (2.29)
Eliminating the second derivatives in (2.27) by substituting these back in provides









= −∇ · ~Φ (2.32)
where we have also taken a time derivative of (2.29) to cast it in the form of an
evolution equation. The DG elements were coupled using an upwind flux (see
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Figure 2.3: The domain used in the numerical tests: a square with periodic bound-
ary conditions. The element pattern is symmetrical, with each half of each axis
divided into four equal-sized segments and four smaller segments, each of which is
half the size of its larger neighbor.
section 6 of [26]). For this system of PDEs, the integrals of pi and ~Φ are linear
conserved quantities. This carries over to the discretized system as long as the
discretization procedure preserves the standard vector calculus identities, which the
DG scheme does. The integral of the energy density of the field, E = (pi2 +~Φ2)/2 is
also an analytically conserved quantity, but it is not linear in the evolved variables.
We used for a domain a periodic two-dimensional square divided nonuniformly
into rectangular elements, as shown in Figure 2.3. The largest elements are 16
times as large (linearly) as the smallest elements. The nodes in each element are
distributed as Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto points in each dimension.
For our test solution we used a sinusoidal plane wave propagating diagonally
across the square, with wavelength equal to half the length of the diagonal. Step
sizes were restricted to be binary fractions of the wave period. When step sizes
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were allowed to vary, they were chosen according to the CFL condition with the
restriction that they must be binary fractions of the wave period. The step size
in each element is determined by its smallest dimension, so all elements along the
center of the refined cross take steps of the same size, 16 times as small as the steps
on the largest elements. The step sizes then increased by factors of two moving
outward to each next layer of elements.
As shown in Figure 2.4, the overall error in the evolution is larger when using
an LTS integrator than when using a GTS integrator of the same smallest step
size. This is because the GTS integration is taking unnecessarily small steps in
the large elements, while the LTS integration is providing the largest time steps
consistent with stability. If desired, the LTS error could be reduced by choosing
steps using a criterion other than just stability. As the time steps throughout
the domain are decreased, the numerical results converge to the analytic value at
the expected rate, as shown for several integrator orders in Figure 2.5. Even for
the largest possible time steps the errors in the linear conserved quantities are at
roundoff level.
Switching from a standard third-order GTS scheme to the LTS scheme, while
still using uniform step sizes throughout the domain, incurs a performance penalty
of a factor of approximately 0.8 because of the increased computational cost of
the boundary computations. However, once the step sizes are permitted to vary
across the domain the total number of steps can be reduced by the ratio of the
total number of steps across all elements during GTS and LTS, which in this case
is 512/211, providing a theoretical improvement by a factor of 2.43. This provides
an upper bound on the speed increase obtainable for this problem by any LTS
scheme. In practice, we observe an approximate speedup of 2.1 relative to the




















Figure 2.4: The Linf norm of the error in ψ, pi, and ~Φ, as well as the error in
the integral over the domain of the conjugate momentum and energy density, for
GTS and LTS evolutions. Both runs used a second-order stepper with 92 points
per element. The integral of the conjugate momentum, being a linear conserved
quantity, is constant to numerical roundoff for both methods, while the other
errors reflect the integrator truncation error. The LTS truncation errors are larger
because the error is dominated by the regions where the step size is large. The
appearance of the LTS error as multiple lines is because the measured error is
smaller at times when larger elements are not evaluated. The integrated quantities
are only evaluated at times when all elements have data.
to the GTS scheme. The effects on integration speed from the LTS method are not
strongly dependent on resolution, as shown in Figure 2.6, but integration is slower
at higher time-stepper order, as shown in Figure 2.7, which is consistent with the
need to evaluate more points for interpolating the couplings. The performance
penalty of using an LTS scheme with a fixed step size does not vary significantly
across the tested cases, which is expected because in the equal-step-size case no
interpolation is necessary to compute couplings between elements.
All of these performance measurements are system-dependent, and should be





















Figure 2.5: Maximum difference from the analytic solution over all grid points
over the first three oscillations of the wave when artificially decreasing the step
size below the CFL limit, showing the expected convergence rates. All simulations
used 92 points per element. The third-order GTS errors (not shown) are dominated
by the spatial discretization error of approximately 10−10.
switching to LTS is independent of the system, and so should have a much smaller
relative effect for systems with expensive right-hand sides. The overhead from
increasing the integration order is proportional to the cost of the calculations on
the element boundaries and so should decrease when these are much smaller than
the right-hand-side cost.
2.5 Conclusions
When integrating systems of coupled ODEs, particularly those arising from dis-
cretizations of PDE systems, it is often the case that time-step-related instabilities
arise primarily in a small subset of the variables being integrated. Using standard


























Figure 2.6: Comparisons of run speed using different third-order integrators at
various element resolutions. The LTS and GTS algorithms are compared, and also
compared to the LTS algorithm running with a constant global step size. The
horizontal line shows the ratio of the number of steps on all elements taken when
stepping globally and locally.
restrictive stable time step, potentially causing significant waste of computational
resources. A local time-stepping integrator removes this requirement, allowing
different degrees of freedom to be updated at different frequencies.
This paper has presented a local time-stepping scheme based on the Adams-
Bashforth family of multistep integrators. This method allows arbitrary step
choices, with a completely independent choice of time step for each variable. Un-
like some previous schemes, it retains the full convergence order of the Adams-
Bashforth integrator it is based on. This method is also conservative in that all
linear conserved quantities of the system are constant to numerical roundoff under
evolution.
The use of this method was demonstrated on a scalar wave equation evolved


























Figure 2.7: Comparisons of run speed using different integration orders on a domain
with 52 points per element. The LTS and GTS algorithms are compared, and also
compared to the LTS algorithm running with a constant global step size. The
horizontal line shows the ratio of the number of steps on all elements taken when
stepping globally and locally.
was demonstrated, and the expected convergence rate for other quantities was
observed for multiple integrator orders. For this problem, we observe an evolution
speed improvement by a factor of approximately 1.6 from switching from the global
to the local scheme, although this number is strongly dependent on the integration
order. We also expect a bigger speedup if the right-hand side of the equations is
more complicated than the simple wave equation we used as a test case.
This method will be used for DG evolutions of general relativity and magneto-
hydrodynamics in upcoming work using the SpECTRE code [27].
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2.A Element splitting for general methods
When comparing integrators, one may wish to use a GTS integrator that is not
usually expressed in terms of volume terms and boundary couplings (for example,
a Runge-Kutta method) in a framework designed for an LTS integrator that is
so expressed. This is easiest if the GTS integrator can be cast into the element
splitting form (Section 2.3.1).
All common explicit GTS integrators (both multistep and substep) can be
written in the form
un+1 − un =
∑
i




Adams-Bashforth integrators are usually written in this form with the Ain = 0.
Runge-Kutta methods take some manipulation. For example, the second-order
midpoint method








can be written as
u2n+1 − u2n = ∆t2nD(u2n) (2.35)
u2n+2 − u2n+1 = −(u2n+1 − u2n) + 2∆t2n+1D(u2n+1), (2.36)
where we have renumbered the steps so that the even numbered ones are the results
of complete RK steps and ∆tn = ∆t/2.
For local time-stepping, the derivative values can depend on an additional set
of values vj (which have their own, similar, update equation), but where we still
expect the update rule to have the form of a linear combination:
un+1 − un =
∑
i





We now perform an element splitting as in Section 2.3.1 by writing D(u, v) =
V (u) +B(u, v). Substituting this in gives
un+1 − un =
[∑
i












Bijn B(un−i, vmn−j). (2.38)
Since a general method must be independent of the details of the V and B func-
tions, the bracketed terms in (2.38) must be the standard GTS method operating
with only the “volume” portion of the equations, and the last term is a coupling
correction. Notably, the coupling term does not require the function values directly,
but only the value of the coupling evaluated at those values.
When using a GTS method in an LTS framework, the u and v will be evaluated
at the same sequence of times and the coefficients Bijn will be diagonal in i, j.







a GTS method Bijn = δijB
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that is, when using an arbitrary GTS integrator in a framework designed for LTS,
one can evaluate the volume term using the standard GTS rule and the coupling
contribution by using the usual update formula but with all the non-derivative
terms set to zero. For the midpoint Runge-Kutta scheme above, this gives the
split rule
u2n+1 − u2n = ∆t2nV (u2n) + ∆t2nB(u2n, v2n) (2.40)
u2n+2 − u2n+1 =
[





2.B Tables of coefficients for 2 : 1 LTS rules
Below are tables of coefficients for order 2, 3, and 4 LTS rules with 2 : 1 stepping,
as well as the coefficients for transitioning between LTS and GTS stepping in these
cases. The step patterns corresponding to these tables are shown in Figure 2.8.
For the transition rules, the number of steps requiring special coefficients de-
pends on the order of the integrator. Only tables for steps affected by the transition








































































































Figure 2.8: Step patterns during (a–c) steady state 2 : 1 evolution, (d–f) transition
to LTS by decreasing a step size, (g–i) transition to LTS by increasing a step size, (j)
transition back to GTS by decreasing a step size, and (k) transition back to GTS by
increasing a step size. The labels correspond to the tables given in Appendix 2.B.
The coefficients for transitioning back to GTS are the same for both elements. The




LTS 2 : 1 rule
(a) ∆tB 0 −∆tB (b) 0 −∆tB (c) ∆tB 0
0 98
1
2 −18 0 32 −14 0 94 −12
−∆tA −38 0 −18 −∆tA 0 −14 −∆tA −34 0
Transition to LTS by decreasing a step size








−∆tA −38 0 −18 −∆tA 0 −14 −∆tA −34 0
Transition to LTS by increasing a step size





2 0 0 3 −12
−∆tB −34 0 −14 −∆tB 0 −12 −∆tB −32 0
Transitioning to GTS
(j0) 0 −∆tB (k0) 0 −∆tB
0 32 −14 0 2 −12
−∆tA 0 −14 −∆tA 0 −12
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2.B.2 Order 3
LTS 2 : 1 rule
(a) ∆tB 0 −∆tB −2∆tB (b) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB
0 11564
7
24 −1164 0 0 2312 −12 0
−∆tA −11596 0 −1132 524 −∆tA 0 −1 512
−2∆tA 2364 0 11192 0 −2∆tA 0 16 0
(c) ∆tB 0 −∆tB
0 11532 −43 532
−∆tA −11548 0 516
−2∆tA 2332 0 − 596
Transition to LTS by decreasing a step size
(d0) ∆tB 0 −∆tA −2∆tA (e0) 0 −∆tA −2∆tA
0 53
1
4 0 0 0
17
12 0 0
−∆tA −109 0 −29 0 −∆tA 0 − 712 0
−2∆tA 13 0 0 112 −2∆tA 0 0 16
(f0) ∆tB 0 −∆tA
0 103 −1112 0
−∆tA −209 0 536
−2∆tA 23 0 0
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Transition to LTS by increasing a step size
(g0) ∆tB 0 −∆tB −2∆tB (h0) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB
0 238
7
24 0 0 0
23
12 0 0
−∆tB −238 0 −1124 0 −∆tB 0 −43 0
−2∆tB 2324 0 0 524 −2∆tB 0 0 512
(i0) ∆tB 0 −∆tB (g1) 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB 0
0 234 −43 0 ∆tA 2312 724 −1172 0
−∆tB −234 0 512 0 −2312 0 −1124 524
−2∆tB 2312 0 0 −∆tB 2324 0 1172 0
(h1) 2∆tB ∆tB 0 (i1) 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB
∆tA 2312 −49 0 ∆tA 236 −43 536
0 0 −43 512 0 −236 0 512
−∆tB 0 49 0 −∆tB 2312 0 − 536
Transitioning to GTS by decreasing a step size
(j0) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB (j1) ∆tB 0 −∆tB
0 2312 −12 0 ∆tB 2312 0 − 536
−∆tA 0 −1 512 0 0 −43 512
−2∆tA 0 16 0 −∆tA 0 0 536
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Transitioning to GTS by increasing a step size
(k0) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB (k1) ∆tA 0 −∆tB
0 196 −54 0 ∆tA 3718 0 − 536
−∆tA 0 −52 76 0 0 −136 56
−2∆tA 0 512 0 −∆tA 0 0 512
2.B.3 Order 4
LTS 2 : 1 rule
(a) ∆tB 0 −∆tB −2∆tB −3∆tB (b) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB −3∆tB
0 1925768 − 112 − 55384 0 3256 0 5524 −295384 0 3128
−∆tA −1925768 0 − 55128 712 − 27256 −∆tA 0 −295128 3724 − 27128
−2∆tA 385256 0 55384 0 − 27256 −2∆tA 0 295384 0 − 27128
−3∆tA −275768 0 − 11384 0 3256 −3∆tA 0 − 59384 0 3128
(c) ∆tB 0 −∆tB −2∆tB
0 1925384 −5924 185384 0
−∆tA −1925384 0 185128 −38
−2∆tA 385128 0 −185384 0
−3∆tA −275384 0 37384 0
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Transition to LTS by decreasing a step size
(d0) ∆tB 0 −∆tA −2∆tA −3∆tA (e0) 0 −∆tA −2∆tA −3∆tA
0 833384
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384 0 0 0 0
99
64 0 0 0
−∆tA −833384 0 − 37128 0 0 −∆tA 0 −187192 0 0
−2∆tA 833640 0 0 4611920 0 −2∆tA 0 0 107192 0
−3∆tA −119384 0 0 0 − 25384 −3∆tA 0 0 0 − 25192
(f0) ∆tB 0 −∆tA −2∆tA (d1) 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB 0 −∆tA
0 833192 −12596 0 0 ∆tA 1925768 − 25192 − 65768 0 0
−∆tA −833192 0 1948 0 0 −1925768 0 − 65256 2996 0
−2∆tA 833320 0 0 − 37480 −∆tA 385256 0 65768 0 − 364
−3∆tA −119192 0 0 0 −2∆tA −275768 0 − 13768 0 0
(e1) 2∆tB ∆tB 0 −∆tA (f1) 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB 0
∆tA 21196 −125192 0 0 ∆tA 1925384 −5924 185384 0
0 0 −12564 4748 0 0 −1925384 0 185128 −38
−∆tA 0 125192 0 − 332 −∆tA 385128 0 −185384 0
−2∆tA 0 − 25192 0 0 −2∆tA −275384 0 37384 0
56
Transition to LTS by increasing a step size
(g0) ∆tB 0 −∆tB −2∆tB −3∆tB (h0) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB −3∆tB
0 5512 − 112 0 0 0 0 5524 0 0 0
−∆tB −558 0 −1124 0 0 −∆tB 0 −5924 0 0
−2∆tB 5512 0 0 712 0 −2∆tB 0 0 3724 0
−3∆tB −5548 0 0 0 − 316 −3∆tB 0 0 0 −38
(i0) ∆tB 0 −∆tB −2∆tB (g1) 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB 0 −∆tB
0 556 −5924 0 0 ∆tA 27596 − 112 −1196 0 0
−∆tB −554 0 3724 0 0 −27548 0 −1116 712 0
−2∆tB 556 0 0 −38 −∆tB 27548 0 1124 0 − 316
−3∆tB −5524 0 0 0 −2∆tB −5532 0 −1196 0 0
(h1) 2∆tB ∆tB 0 −∆tB (i1) 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB 0
∆tA 5524 −5996 0 0 ∆tA 27548 −5924 3796 0
0 0 −5916 3724 0 0 −27524 0 3716 −38
−∆tB 0 5924 0 −38 −∆tB 27524 0 −3724 0
−2∆tB 0 −5996 0 0 −2∆tB −5516 0 3796 0
(g2) 5∆tB 4∆tB 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB (h2) 4∆tB 3∆tB 2∆tB ∆tB
2∆tA 16564 − 112 −1180 0 3320 2∆tA 5524 −5980 0 3160
∆tA −27596 0 −1124 712 − 332 ∆tA 0 −5924 3724 − 316
0 16564 0
11
48 0 − 964 0 0 5948 0 − 932
−∆tB −5548 0 − 11120 0 380 −∆tB 0 − 59120 0 340
57
(i2) 5∆tB 4∆tB 3∆tB 2∆tB
2∆tA 16532 −5924 3780 0
∆tA −27548 0 3724 −38
0 16532 0 −3748 0
−∆tB −5524 0 37120 0
Transitioning to GTS by decreasing a step size
(j0) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB −3∆tB (j1) ∆tB 0 −∆tB −2∆tB
0 5524 −295384 0 3128 ∆tB 5524 0 − 37120 0
−∆tA 0 −295128 3724 − 27128 0 0 −5924 3732 0
−2∆tA 0 295384 0 − 27128 −∆tA 0 0 3748 −38
−3∆tA 0 − 59384 0 3128 −2∆tA 0 0 − 37480 0
(j2) 2∆tB ∆tB 0 −∆tB
2∆tB 5524 0 0 − 332
∆tB 0 −5924 0 38
0 0 0 3724 − 916
−∆tA 0 0 0 − 332
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Transitioning to GTS by increasing a step size
(k0) 0 −∆tB −2∆tB −3∆tB (k1) ∆tA 0 −∆tB −2∆tB
0 92 −5524 0 112 ∆tA 83 0 −38 0
−∆tA 0 −558 316 −34 0 0 −356 278 0
−2∆tA 0 5524 0 −34 −∆tA 0 0 278 −116
−3∆tA 0 −1124 0 112 −2∆tA 0 0 −38 0
(k2) 2∆tA ∆tA 0 −∆tB
2∆tA 7130 0 0 − 340
∆tA 0 −176 0 38
0 0 0 83 −98
−∆tA 0 0 0 −38
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CHAPTER 3
SPECTRE: A TASK-BASED DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN CODE
FOR RELATIVISTIC ASTROPHYSICS1
3.1 Introduction
Many of the most energetic phenomena in the universe involve matter under ex-
treme gravitational conditions. These phenomena include neutron-star binary
mergers, accretion onto black holes, and supernova explosions. For many of these
systems, the motion of this matter is expected to generate extremely strong mag-
netic fields. The matter and magnetic fields in these systems are governed by the
equations of general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD). These equa-
tions admit a rich variety of solutions, which often include large-scale relativistic
flows and small-scale phenomena such as shocks and turbulence.
Disks are a common feature in the neighborhood of all types of massive bodies.
Around relativistic compact objects, they can form via accretion of surrounding
matter (possible captured from a companion star) or in the aftermath of a compact-
object merger. In any case, the disk can be observed because of its very high
temperature from the energy released by infalling matter. Disks may also power
the jets observed originating in the vicinity of many black holes.
The dynamics of relativistic disk systems are not well understood. The radial
motion of disk material is likely governed by physics at scales much smaller than
the disk itself. The mechanism by which a disk drives a relativistic jet is also
uncertain. As these systems are too small and distant for the relevant physics to
be observed directly, answers to these questions are best found using large-scale
numerical simulations. These simulations must capture physics at a wide range of
1This chapter is based on a draft of a paper co-authored by members of the SXS collaboration
that will be submitted for publication shortly.
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length scales and run for at least the disk radial transport time.
The current generation of GRMHD codes is not accurate enough to provide
useful predictions for most extreme systems. Increasing simulation resolutions can
improve this, but is very computationally expensive. More appealing is using nu-
merical methods with higher convergence orders, which can increase accuracy with
significantly less cost than a similar improvement from resolution. Unfortunately,
while higher-order methods handle smooth solutions very well, they are generally
poor at handling discontinuities, such as fluid shocks, losing accuracy and some-
times failing completely.
Additionally, the time required to run simulations is already too long for most
interesting astrophysical cases. The performance of individual computational pro-
cessors has stagnated over the past decade, so to improve computational speed
codes must be parallelized over more processors. New supercomputer clusters will
soon routinely have millions of cores. Codes designed for running on thousands
of processors generally scale poorly to massively parallel setups, however. As
problems are divided up into an increasing numbers of parts, the amount of com-
munication required during the simulation can become prohibitive, particularly for
high-order methods.
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods [28–33], together with a task-based par-
allelization strategy, have the potential to deal with these problems. DG methods
offer high-order accuracy in smooth regions (although, for stability, increasing the
scheme’s order requires decreasing the time step, which restricts the largest usable
order in practice). They also offer robustness for shocks and other discontinuities.
The methods are also well suited for parallelization: Their formulation in terms
of local, non-overlapping elements requires only nearest-neighbor communication
regardless of the scheme’s order of convergence. Additionally, these features allow
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for comparatively straightforward hp-adaptivity and local time-stepping, enabling
better load distribution across a large number of cores.
Despite extensive success in engineering and applied mathematics communi-
ties over the past two decades, applications of DG in relativity [34–38] and as-
trophysics [39–42] have typically been exploratory or confined to simple problems.
Within the past year, however, there have been significant advances toward produc-
tion codes for non-relativistic [43] and relativistic [26, 44] hydrodynamics, special
relativistic magnetohydrodynamics [41, 45–49], and the Einstein equations [38, 50].
Most of these codes use MPI to implement a data parallelism strategy, though [46]
uses task-based parallelism.
In this paper we describe the current state of the general relativity and as-
trophysics code SpECTRE, which was previously described in [27]. In the time
since that publication, SpECTRE has been completely rewritten as an open-source
code.2 SpECTRE uses task-based parallelization to achieve good scaling of DG-
based schemes to at least 100,000 processors.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the formulation of
GRMHD used in the problems presented here. Section 3.3 describes the algorithms
used by SpECTRE to solve these equations. Results of the evolutions of a variety
of GRMHD problems are presented in Section 3.4.
3.2 Equations
We adopt the standard 3+1 form of the spacetime metric, (see, e.g., [51, 52]),
ds2 = gabdx







where α is the lapse, βi the shift vector, and γij is the spatial metric. We use
the Einstein summation convention, summing over repeated indices. Latin indices
2https://github.com/sxs-collaboration/spectre
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from the first part of the alphabet a, b, c, . . . denote spacetime indices ranging from
0 to 3, while Latin indices i, j, . . . are purely spatial, ranging from 1 to 3. We work
in units where c = G = 1.
SpECTRE currently solves equations in flux-balanced and first-order hyper-











γF i) = S, (3.2)
where γ = det(γij) is the determinant of the spatial metric, U is the state vector,
F i are the components of the flux vector, and S is the source vector.
We refer the reader to the literature [51, 53, 54] for a detailed description of the
equations of general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD). If we ignore
self-gravity, the GRMHD equations constitute a closed system that may be solved
on a given background metric. We denote the rest-mass density of the fluid by ρ
and its 4-velocity by ua, where uaua = −1. The dual of the Faraday tensor F ab is
∗F ab = 1
2
abcdFcd, (3.3)
where abcd is the Levi-Civita tensor. The equations governing the evolution of the
GRMHD system are:
∇a(ρua) = 0 (rest-mass conservation), (3.4)
∇aT ab = 0 (energy-momentum conservation), (3.5)
∇a ∗F ab = 0 (homogeneous Maxwell equation). (3.6)
In the ideal MHD limit the stress tensor takes the form
T ab = (ρh)∗uaub + p∗gab − babb (3.7)
where
ba = ∗F abub (3.8)
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is the magnetic field measured in the comoving frame of the fluid, and (ρh)∗ =
ρh + b2 and p∗ = p + b2/2 are the enthalpy density and fluid pressure augmented
by contributions of magnetic pressure pmag = b
2/2, respectively.





na =(−α, 0, 0, 0). (3.10)
The spatial velocity of the fluid as measured by an observer at rest in the spatial










with a corresponding Lorentz factor W given by
W = −uana = αu0 = 1√
1− γijvivj
. (3.12)
The electric and magnetic fields as measured by an Eulerian observer are given by
Ei = F iana = αF
0i, (3.13)
Bi = ∗F iana = α ∗F 0i. (3.14)















We now recast the GRMHD equations in a 3+1 split by projecting them along
and perpendicular to na [53]. One of the main complications when solving the
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GRMHD equations numerically is preserving the constraint
∂i(
√
γBi) = 0. (3.18)
Analytically, initial data evolved using the dynamical Maxwell equations are guar-
anteed to preserve the constraint. However, numerical errors generate constraint
violations that need to be controlled. We opt to use the divergence cleaning
method [55] where an additional field Φ is evolved in order to propagate con-
straint violations out of the domain. The augmented system can still be written

























(ρh)∗W 2vi − αb0bi



































In deriving these equations, we have chosen to set the speed of the divergence
cleaning mode to the speed of light. The transport velocity is defined as vitr =
αvi − βi and the generalized energy E˜ and source S˜ij are given by





(ρh)∗W 2vivj + p∗γij − γikγjlbkbl
]
. (3.23)
The 3+1 GRMHD divergence cleaning evolution equations analytically preserve
the constraint (3.18), while numerically constraint-violating modes will be damped
at a rate κ. We typically choose κ ∈ [0, 1]. We note that the divergence cleaning
method was recently shown to be strongly hyperbolic [56], a necessary condition
for a well-posed evolution problem. The primitive variables of the GRMHD system
are ρ, vi, B
i, Φ, and the specific internal energy .
Approximate Riemann solvers use the system characteristic speeds, which in
the GRMHD case require solving a nontrivial quartic equation for the fast and
slow modes. Instead, we use the approximation [57]:
λ1 =− α− βn, (3.24)
λ2 =αΛ
− − βn, (3.25)
λ3,4,5,6,7 =αvn − βn, (3.26)
λ8 =αΛ
+ − βn, (3.27)
λ9 =α− βn, (3.28)
where βn and vn are the shift and spatial velocity projected along the normal vector







(1− v2) (1− v2c2s − v2n(1− c2s))
]
, (3.29)























Following [26, 29], this section describes the nodal DG method we have imple-
mented. The algorithm is derived using the following steps (details in [26]):
• Divide the spatial domain into elements. Each element is a mapping of a ref-
erence cube with extents [−1, 1] in each direction. The mapping is some time-
independent function









J = det J. (3.33)
Here the ξ-coordinates (ξ = (ξ, η, ζ)) are standard Cartesian-like coordinates
covering the reference element.
• In each element, each component of the quantities √γU , √γF i, and √γS is
expanded in polynomial basis functions. We will use s and t to be grid point
indices. That is, Us is U at the grid point s. For tensor product bases we index
the individual irreducible topologies by subscripting s. For example, s1 would
be the ξ-dimension in the reference element. We choose these basis functions to
be a tensor product of 1d basis functions `si on the reference element, so that




Us(t)`s1 (ξ) `s2 (η) `s3 (ζ) , (3.34)
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where the time-dependent coefficients Us(t) are found from (3.40) below and
Us(0) is given in terms of the initial data. The 1d basis functions of degree N









where ξsi are the nodes of a Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) quadrature. These
nodes may be found with standard algorithms, for example Algorithm 24 of [58].
We denote a DG scheme with basis functions of degree N by PN . A PN scheme
is expected to converge at order O(∆xN+1) for smooth solutions [29], where ∆x
is the 1d size of the element.
• In each element, we follow the standard DG procedure of integrating (3.2) mul-
tiplied by a basis function over the proper volume
√
γd3x of the element, where






)−√γS]φs(x) d3x = 0. (3.36)
























Here d2Σ is the proper surface element of the cell and in this section we use ni
as the unit outward normal to the element.
With a formulation like (3.37) in each element, there is no connection between
the elements. The heart of the DG method is to replace F ini in the surface















We note that replacing only F i with a numerical flux term as is done in [26] is
incorrect when the metric is dynamical. Next we undo the integration by parts
















• Evaluate the integrals by using the expansion in basis functions and LGL quadra-
































































































for ξ, and similarly for the η- and ζ-coordinates. The quantity F is the normal
component of the flux difference, F = (G − F ini). The quantity (2)γ is the
determinant of the 2-dimensional metric induced on the surface by γij, and w0
and wN are the weights of the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature at the endpoints of
the interval.
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The semi–discrete system (3.40) is integrated in time using a method–of–lines
strategy. Section 3.3.4 summarizes the time steppers we use.
Note that in the derivation of (3.40), each product of expansions is evaluated
using a single expansion with coefficients equal to the product of the original
coefficients. This replacement leads to an aliasing error: contributions from the
high order polynomials are aliased back onto the basis. While this does not affect
the precision of the scheme, it can lead to an aliasing-driven instability, which may
need to be dealt with by filtering [29].
Implementation in C++
Given the number of matrix multiplications present in the DG algorithm (3.40),
it is important to make sure these are computed as efficiently as possible, while
ensuring that the flux and source terms are still able to be computed efficiently.
In order to obtain good performance both during differentiation and during flux
and source term computations, the values at grid points are stored contiguously in
xyz-order (x varies fastest in memory). The derivative matrices are precomputed
at the beginning of the simulation. Naively the matrices would be applied to each
component of U and F i as a matrix-vector operation. However, since derivatives
of all variables are typically needed (or at least all fluxes), the matrix-vector mul-
tiplication can be done more efficiently as a matrix-matrix multiplication. We do
this by storing the quantities to differentiate in contiguous memory in xyzn-order,
where n labels the individual variable components. Specifically, for a 3-dimensional
rank-1 tensor T i we store contiguously the values of T x over the grid, followed by
the values of T y, followed by the values of T z. When computing 3d partial deriva-
tives, we first apply the differentiation matrix in x, then transpose the data so
that y varies fastest, apply the differentiation matrix in y, transpose the data so
that z varies fastest, apply the differentiation matrix in z, and finally transpose
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back to x varying fastest. The matrix-matrix multiplication consists of two small
matrices, size (N + 1) × (N + 1) for the derivative matrix (N ∼ O(2)) and size
(N +1)× (Number of Variable Components) for the variables being differentiated.
For the GRMHD system there are nine components, and when the first-order
generalized harmonic equations [59] for GR are also evolved this increases to 59
components. We use the LIBXSMM library [60–63] to obtain very efficient small
matrix-matrix multiplications. Finally, after the derivative matrix is applied we
have the logical derivatives, which need to be multiplied by the Jacobian matrix.
This is done for each variable and is vectorized using the Blaze library [64, 65].
The motivation for storing the variables, fluxes, sources, etc. in large contiguous
buffers is threefold. First, it reduces the number of memory allocations necessary,
which, even with fast allocators like jemalloc [66] and tcmalloc [67], are expensive
in multithreaded environments. Second, making fewer large allocations reduces
memory fragmentation compared to making many small allocations. Finally, stor-
ing the variables contiguously allows for efficient differentiation, interpolation, and
projection, since all these operations can be cast as dense matrix-matrix multipli-
cations instead of matrix-vector operations.
Each evolution system in SpECTRE implements a function that computes the
fluxes F i and another that computes the source terms S. Generic code then slices
the contributions of the fluxes and variables needed for computing the numerical
flux to the boundaries of the elements. We describe numerical fluxes we have
implemented in Section 3.3.5. Additionally, each evolution system that has both
primitive and conservative variables must implement functions to compute the one
set of variables from the other.
We summarize our task-based algorithm implemented in SpECTRE in Algo-
rithm 3.1. Limiting is discussed in Section 3.3.3, and is not needed for problems
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1: Member Function StartTimeStep(tn)
2: Compute F i, S from Un
3: F iboundary ← compute F i on element boundaries
4: Gnlocal ← compute local contribution to G





8: dUn/dt ← S − ∂iF i
9:
10: Member Function EndTimeStep(Gnnhbr, Ωnhbr)
11: if received all Gnnhbr and G
n
local is computed then
12: for all neighbors do
13: Gboundary ← combine Glocal and Gnhbr
14: dUn/dt ← dUn/dt+ (Gboundary − F iboundaryni)
15: end for
16: Un+1 ← integrate in time one step
17: if using limiter then
18: Ln+1local ← compute local limiter contribution













29: Member Function ApplyLimiter(Ln+1nhbr, Ωnhbr)
30: if received all Ln+1nhbr at time t
n+1 then







ALGORITHM 3.1: The task-based algorithm implemented in SpECTRE. The
superscript n is used to denote the time level. Each function is an individual
task in the algorithm and is evaluated on the element by Charm++ once the data
has been received. While one element is passively waiting for data, Charm++
evaluates functions on elements whose data is available.
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that do not form shocks, and so we skip limiting for smooth problems. We dis-
tribute the elements in such a manner that in a typical simulation each core has
between several and several thousand elements assigned to it. Each element then
performs Algorithm 3.1 until the end of the simulation. Having many elements per
core means that each core typically has a task to perform (e.g. EndTimeStep) on
one element while other elements are waiting on data from their neighbors. Having
several tasks to perform per core while waiting on data is what ultimately allows
task-based parallelism to mask the communication.
3.3.2 Domain
General Block Decomposition
As described in Section 3.3.1, the physical domain is decomposed into several
non-overlapping hexahedral elements. In SpECTRE, the initial elements resulting
from the decomposition are referred to as blocks, which are constructed such that
block boundaries lie along the entire face of each adjacent block. Each block has its
own “logical” coordinate system ξ = (ξ, η, ζ) ∈ [−1, 1]3. In a domain with multiple
blocks, the logical coordinates used within each block are not necessarily aligned on
shared block boundaries. We use a generalization of the corner-numbering scheme
described in [58] to properly communicate information across the boundaries of
adjacent blocks with differently oriented logical coordinate systems. Each block
is further divided into the 2`ξ+`η+`ζ elements on which the DG scheme is applied,
where `ξ, etc. are the levels of refinement along each logical dimension. While the
number of elements may span into the millions, the number of blocks needed to
partition astrophysically relevant physical domains (e.g. disks, stars) into hexahe-
dra is often less than ten. The number of unique coordinate maps needed is at
most the number of blocks used; individual element maps are merely the block
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Figure 3.1: A cutaway of a cubed spherical shell domain. The six blocks in the
domain are indicated by the colors. Only half of each block is shown. An angular
compression map with aspect ratio α = 2 and an exponential mapping in the
radial direction have been used to distribute the points appropriately for a disk
simulation.
maps restricted to a region of the reference cube. Since [27] we have implemented
coordinate maps for curvilinear elements. In Figure 3.1 we show a cubed spherical
shell computational domain as an example of a curvilinear domain.
Cubed Spherical Shells
The computational domains we will be using most often in our compact object
simulations are based on the cubed sphere [68]. SpECTRE black hole simulations
require the singularity within the hole to be excised from the domain [69, 70], and
we do so with a shell partitioned using a cubed sphere decomposition, as shown
in Figure 3.1. Cubed spherical shell domains are commonly used in accretion disk
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simulations. The cubed sphere map partitions the sphere into six identical regions
that we extend radially to form a shell from Rin to Rout. The individual blocks
are oriented such that ξ and η are angular coordinates, and ζ is the radial coordi-
nate. We are free to choose the parameterization R(ζ) of the radial coordinate; a






that concentrates grid points closer to the center.
We define the cubed sphere map in terms of the variables Ξ and H (x/a and
y/a in C1 of [68]), which we define as
Ξ(ξ) = tan(ξpi/4), (3.43)
H(η) = tan(ηpi/4). (3.44)
For the block lying in the +z direction, the mapping is
x(ξ) =
R(ζ)√






For the other blocks, this map is applied followed by a rotation about the coordinate
center of the shell.
Redistribution of Grid Points
We subsequently adjust the polar angles using a mapping tan θ′ = α tan θ that
moves grid points near the poles towards the equator. This mapping is determined
by a single parameter, α, which we call the aspect ratio of the map, because under
this map a square centered at the origin would be mapped to a rectangle with an
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aspect ratio α. In Cartesian coordinates, the mapping is:
x′(x, y, z) =
√
x2 + y2 + z2






The resulting domain is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.3.3 Limiting
Near shocks or surfaces in the fluid, the DG solution may exhibit spurious oscil-
lations (i.e., Gibbs phenomenon) and overshoots. These oscillations can lead to
a non-physical fluid state (e.g., negative densities) at individual grid points and
prevent stable evolution of the system. To maintain a stable scheme, we limit
the solution: we identify elements where the solution contains spurious oscillations
(we label these elements as “troubled cells”) and we modify the solution on these
elements to reduce the amount of oscillation.
In this work we consider limiters that preserve the order of the DG solu-
tion while maintaining a compact (nearest-neighbor) stencil. The compact stencil
greatly simplifies communication patterns, but, in order to provide the limiter
with sufficient information to preserve the order of the scheme, it becomes neces-
sary to send larger amounts of data from each element for each limiting step. We
specifically consider the hierarchical limiter of Krivodonova [71], and two different
formulations of weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) limiters for DG: the
simple WENO limiter of [72] and the Hermite WENO (HWENO) limiter of [73].
Below we summarize the action of these three limiters.
The Krivodonova limiter works by limiting the coefficients of the solution’s
modal representation, starting with the highest coefficient then decreasing in order
until no more limiting is necessary. This procedure is repeated independently for
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each variable component U being limited. Although it is only given in one or
two dimensions, the limiting algorithm is straightforwardly generalized to our 3D





where the cl,m,ni,j,k are the modal coefficients, with the superscript {l,m, n} repre-
senting the element indexed by l,m, n, and the upper bound N is the number of
collocation points minus one in each of the ξ, η, ζ directions.
Each coefficient is limited by comparison with the coefficients of U in neigh-
boring elements. The new value c˜l,m,ni,j,k of c
l,m,n






























where minmod is the minmod function defined as
minmod(a, b, . . .) =
 sgn(a) min(|a|, |b|, . . .), if sgn(a) = sgn(b) = sgn(. . .)0, otherwise,
(3.49)
and the αi, αj, αk set the strength of the limiter. In all cases shown in this paper,
we set αi = 1, at the least dissipative end of the range for these parameters
3.
The algorithm for limiting from highest to lowest modal coefficient is as follows.
We first compute c˜N,N,N (we drop the element superscripts here). If this is equal to
cN,N,N , no limiting is done. Otherwise, we update cN,N,N = c˜N,N,N , and compute
the trio of coefficients c˜N,N,N−1, c˜N,N−1,N , c˜N−1,N,N . If all of these are unchanged,
3Whereas Krivodonova [71] changes normalization convention for the Legendre polynomials
in going from one to two dimensions, our convention matches their 1D convention in all cases, so
that the range of the αi parameters are given by Eq. (14) in the reference.
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the limiting stops. Otherwise, we update each coefficient and proceed to limiting
the trios given by index permutations of cN,N,N−2, ..., cN,N,0, cN,N−1,N−1, in turn,
up to the three index permutations of c1,0,0. Finally, the limited modal coefficients
are used to recover the limited nodal values of the function U .
For the two WENO limiters, we use a troubled-cell indicator to identify whether
limiting is needed. We use a TVB minmod limiter [31, 74, 75] as troubled cell
indicator; if at least one quantity U to be limited is flagged for slope reduction
by the minmod limiter, then the element is labeled as a troubled cell, and every
quantity U is reconstructed using the WENO procedure.
We summarize first the simple WENO limiter [72]. For its reconstruction, this
limiter uses several different estimates for U on the troubled element labeled by
k. The first of these is the local data Uk. Each neighbor n of k also provides a
“modified” solution estimate Ukn ; in the case of the simple WENO limiter, this
estimate is simply obtained by evaluating the neighbor’s solution Un on the grid
points of the element k. We follow the standard WENO algorithm of reconstructing







where the ωi are the weights associated with each solution estimate, and satisfy
the normalization
∑
i ωi = 1.
The weights are obtained by first computing an oscillation indicator (also called
a smoothness indicator) σi for each U
i = {Uk, Ukn}, which measures the amount of
oscillation in the data. We use an indicator based on Eq. (23) of [76], but adapted














dξ dη dζ. (3.51)
Here the restriction on the sum avoids the term that has no derivatives of U i. From
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Here the γi are the linear weights that give the relative weight of the local and
neighbor contributions before accounting for oscillation in the data, and  is a
small number to avoid the denominator vanishing. We use standard values from
the literature for both — we take γkn = 0.001 for the neighbor contributions (then
γk = 0.994 for an element with 6 neighbors; in general γk is set by the requirement
that all the γi sum to unity), and  = 10
−6. Finally, the normalized non-linear





Our implementation of the HWENO limiter [73] follows similar steps. Note
that we again use the TVB minmod limiter as troubled-cell indicator, whereas the
reference uses the troubled-cell indicator of [77]. The HWENO modified solution
estimates from the neighboring elements are computed as a least-squared fit to
U across several elements. This broader fitting reduces oscillations as compared
to the polynomial extrapolation used in the simple WENO estimates, and this
improves robustness near shocks. From the estimates, the WENO reconstruction
is performed as for simple WENO.
Because computing the characteristic variables of the GRMHD system is com-
plicated, we apply the limiter to the evolved (i.e., conserved) variables. However,
we do not limit the divergence-cleaning field Φ, as it is not expected to form
any shocks. The limiter is applied at the end of each time step when using an




SpECTRE supports time integration using explicit multistep and substep inte-
grators. The results presented here were obtained using either a self-starting
Adams-Bashforth method or a strong stability-preserving third-order Runge-Kutta
method [29]. SpECTRE additionally supports local time-stepping when using
Adams-Bashforth schemes [78], but that feature was not used for any of these






where c is a constant dependent on the time stepper used, d is the number of spatial
dimensions, ∆x is the minimum size of the element, and λmax is the maximum
characteristic speed in the element of all the variables.
3.3.5 Numerical Fluxes
One of the key ingredients in conservative numerical schemes is the approximate
solution to the Riemann problem on the interface. We use general implementations
of the Rusanov numerical flux [79] (also known as the local Lax-Friedrichs flux),
and the numerical flux of Harten, Lax, and van Leer (HLL) [80, 81]. The Rusanov










u+ − u−) ,
where C = max(|λi(u+)|, |λi(u−)|), and λi(u) is the characteristic speed of the field
u. Quantities superscripted with a plus sign are on the exterior side of the mortar,
while quantities superscripted with a minus sign are on the interior side. In this
section nk is the outward pointing unit normal to the element.
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u+ − u−) , (3.55)
where cs,min and cs,max are estimates for the fastest left- and right-moving signal
speeds, respectively. We compute the approximate signal speeds pointwise using







Other numerical fluxes will be considered in future work.
3.3.6 Primitive Recovery
One of the most difficult and expensive aspects of evolving the GRMHD equations
is recovering the primitive variables from the conserved variables. Several different
primitive recovery schemes are compared in [83]. Of the ones compared in [83] we
currently use the Newman-Hamlin scheme [84] and the scheme of Palenzuela et
al. [85].
3.3.7 Variable Fixing
During the evolution the conserved and primitive variables can reach states that
are non-physical or enter regimes where the evolution is no longer stable (e.g. zero
density). When limiting the solution does not remove these unphysical or bad
values a pointwise fixing procedure is used where at any grid points where the
chosen conditions are not satisfied the variables are adjusted. The fixing procedures
are generally not conservative and are used only as a fallback to ensure a stable
evolution. In SpECTRE we currently use two fixing algorithms: the first applies
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an “atmosphere” in low-density regions, while the second adjusts the conserved
variables in an attempt to guarantee primitive recovery.
Our “atmosphere” treatment is similar to that of [86]. We define values ρatm
and ρcutoff where ρatm ≤ ρcutoff . For any point where ρ < ρcutoff we set
ρ = ρatm, (3.57)
vi = 0, (3.58)
W = 1. (3.59)
After the primitive variables are set to the atmosphere we recompute the conserved
variables from the primitive ones.
Our fixing of the conserved variables is based on that of references [87, 88].
We define Dmin and Dcutoff and adjust D˜ if D < Dcutoff . Specifically, we set
D˜ =
√
γDmin. We adjust τ˜ such that B˜
2 ≤ 2√γ (1− B) τ˜ , where B is a small
number typically set to 10−12.
Finally, we adjust S˜i such that S˜















, B˜2 > D˜ × 10−16 and S˜2 > D˜2 × 10−16
0, otherwise
(3.62)
The Lorentz factor is bounded by
max(1, 1 + τˆ − Bˆ2) ≤ W ≤ 1 + τˆ , (3.63)
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and is determined by finding the root of
g(W ) =
(
W + Bˆ2 − τˆ − 1
) [








W 2 + 2WBˆ2 + Bˆ4 − 1
)]
. (3.64)







(W 2 − 1) D˜(
S˜2 + τ˜ 2 × 10−16
) [





where S is a small number typically set to 10
−12. We apply the check on the
conservatives after each time step before a primitive recovery.
3.3.8 Parallelism
We use the Charm++ parallel runtime system for parallelization [89]. Charm++
allows us to define C++ objects that are distributed across the supercomputer.
In SpECTRE we refer to these as distributed objects, while Charm++ calls them
chares. There are four different types of distributed objects provided by Charm++:
singletons (one per execution), dynamically sized arrays, one-per-core arrays called
groups, and one-per-node arrays called nodegroups. There can be thousands of
these distributed objects per core. Each distributed object has member functions
that perform a computation like evaluating the time derivative, computing the so-
lution at the next time, and interpolating data for observation. We call a collection
of distributed objects of the same type and belonging to the same array a parallel
component (singletons are included in this definition as arrays with a single ele-
ment). Thus, we have singleton, array, group, and nodegroup parallel components
and each simulation can have any number of different parallel components.
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We have built a layer on top of Charm++ that handles various tasks and elim-
inates bugs we frequently encountered while developing the closed-source version
of SpECTRE [27]. As part of developing this layer we made user interactions with
any parallelization infrastructure as minimal as possible. As a result, most people
developing code in SpECTRE will only be writing free functions or small classes.
We have found that this lowers the barrier for new users to contribute physics
modules to SpECTRE.
The overall communication pattern has not changed much since [27]. We have
stopped using a separate parallel component for the mortars between elements
because we found removing them reduced communication overhead and simplified




A finite amplitude circularly polarized Alfve´n wave was first proposed as a test for
the GRMHD system in [90]. The magnetic field B in the Alfve´n wave solution is
the sum of a background static magnetic field B0 and a transverse time-dependent
































The ideal fluid equation of state is used:
p = ρ (γ − 1) , (3.69)
where γ is the adiabatic index.
The circularly polarized wave is best described in a basis aligned with the initial












eˆ = bˆ0 × bˆ1. (3.72)
We test our numerical evolution of the circularly polarized Alfve´n wave by com-
paring with the analytic solution, given by
ρ(x, t) = ρ, (3.73)





p(x, t) = p, (3.75)
(x, t) =
p
(γ − 1)ρ, (3.76)





where δφ is the phase, which evolves as
δφ(x, t) = k
(




where k is the wave vector.
To test the convergence order of our DG implementation on smooth solutions,
we measure the L1 error in vz L1(E(vz)) after one period on a regular Cartesian
domain of size [0, 2pi]3. We use the Rusanov flux, a third-order Adams-Bashforth
time stepper with ∆t = 2−`/500, and impose analytic boundary conditions. We




ρ = 1.0, (3.80)
P = 1.0, (3.81)
γ = 1.6, (3.82)
B0 = [1, 1, 1]
T , (3.83)










In Figure 3.2 we plot L1(E(vz)) as a function of the number of elements in
each direction, Nx, for different PN schemes. In each case we observe the expected
convergence until we reach the error floor at ∼ 10−13. In Figure 3.2 we plot the
expected convergence rates as dashed lines next to the data points as a comparison.
Figure 3.3 shows that we observe exponential convergence as the order of the
scheme is increased. In Table 3.1 we provide the local convergence order and
L1(E(vz)) for the different cases we studied. The expected convergence order is
observed for the different schemes.
Shock tests
To test SpECTRE’s ability to handle strong shocks we study the 1d tests of Komis-
sarov [91]. Constant initial data is specified on both sides of a discontinuous in-
terface located at xd. We focus on the slow shock test with initial conditions
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Figure 3.2: Convergence plot of the Alfve´n wave at time 7.0 increasing the number
of elements for different PN schemes. The number of elements in each dimension is
Nx. The dashed lines show the expected convergence rates for the different order
schemes.
given in Table 3.2. We use an ideal fluid equation of state, (3.69), with γ = 4/3.
We perform evolutions using the Rusanov flux, a third-order Adams-Bashforth
time stepper, and the simple WENO, HWENO and Krivodonova limiters. We
perform the tests in 3d with the shock propagating along the x-axis and with pe-
riodic boundary conditions in the y- and z-direction. The extent of the domain
is [−0.5, 2.06] × [0, 1] × [0, 1] with Nx = 256 elements in the x-direction, and one
element in the y- and z-direction.
In Figure 3.4 we show the evolution of the slow shock problem at times t =
{0, 0.48, 0.96, 1.44, 1.92} compared with the analytic solution (solid lines) at those
times for the simple WENO, HWENO, and Krivodonova limiters using P1 and
P2 schemes. All limiters are able to capture the shock speed correctly and re-
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Figure 3.3: Convergence plot of the Alfve´n wave at time 7.0 for increasing PN
schemes for different number of elements in each direction, Nx. The expected
exponential convergence is observed.
solve the shock better using the P2 scheme. While the HWENO limiter is able
to resolve the shock better than the Krivodonova limiter it does allow for more
oscillations away from the shock. The WENO limiters result in an unstable evolu-
tion for schemes higher than P2. Ultimately, for the slow shock the HWENO and
Krivodonova limiters perform comparably with the P2 scheme and minimal benefit
is seen when using higher order schemes with the Krivodonova limiter given the
additional expense of the increased order.
Cylindrical Blast Wave
A standard test problem for GRMHD codes is known as the cylindrical blast
wave [90, 92] where a magnetized fluid initially at rest in a constant magnetic












































Figure 3.4: Evolution of the slow shock problem using P1 and P2 schemes using
the simple WENO, HWENO, and Krivodonova limiters. Higher order schemes are
unstable when using the WENO limiters.
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DG Scheme Nx L1(E(vz)) L1 Order
P3 8 1.32233e-03 3.32
16 8.64186e-05 3.94
32 5.07122e-06 4.09














Table 3.1: The errors and local convergence order for large amplitude Alfve´n wave
evolutions. We observe the expected convergence rate except when the solution
is underresolved because too few elements are used or when the error is no longer
dominated by the truncation error of the DG scheme.
State x < 0 State x > 0
ρ = 1 ρ = 3.323
p = 10 P = 55.36
ui = (1.53, 0, 0) ui = (0.9571,−0.6822, 0)
Bi = (10, 18.28, 0) Bi = (10, 14.49, 0)
Table 3.2: Initial conditions for the slow shock test.
(3.69), with γ = 4/3. The fluid begins in a cylindrically symmetric configuration,
with hot, dense fluid in the region with cylindrical radius r < 0.8 surrounded by a
cooler, less dense fluid in the region r > 1.0. The initial density ρ and pressure p
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of the fluid are
ρ(r < 0.8) = 1.0× 10−2, (3.85)
ρ(r > 1.0) = 1.0× 10−4, (3.86)
p(r < 0.8) = 1.0, (3.87)
p(r > 1.0) = 5.0× 10−4. (3.88)
In the region 0.8 ≤ r ≤ 1.0, the solution transitions continuously and exponentially
(i.e., transitions such that the logarithms of the pressure and density are linear
functions of r). The fluid begins threaded with a uniform magnetic field with
Cartesian components
(Bx, By, Bz) = (0.1, 0.0, 0.0). (3.89)
The magnetic field causes the blast wave to expand nonaxisymmetrically.
We evolve the blast wave to time t = 4.0 on a grid of 128 × 128 × 1 elements
covering a cube of extent [−6, 6] × [−6, 6] × [−6, 6]. We apply periodic boundary
conditions in all directions, since the explosion does not reach the outer boundary
by t = 4.0. Figure 3.5 shows the logarithm of the rest-mass density at time
t = 4.0, at the end of three evolutions that are identical except for the choice of
limiter. The left column shows results using the Krivodonova limiter, with clearly
visible artifacts along the Cartesian grid, especially when using the P1 scheme.
The middle column shows results using the simple WENO limiter, which is able to
resolve the curved features of the blast wave much better with clear improvement
in the P2 case over the P1 case. Finally, in the right column of Figure 3.5 we show
results using the HWENO limiter. For the blast wave HWENO shows a clear
improvement over simple WENO in its ability to resolve discontinuities and small
features at higher order.
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(a) Krivodonova, P1 (b) Simple WENO, P1 (c) HWENO, P1
(d) Krivodonova, P2 (e) Simple WENO, P2 (f) HWENO, P2
Figure 3.5: Cylindrical blast wave ρ at t = 4 comparing the Krivodonova, simple
WENO, and HWENO limiters with P1 (top row) and P2 (bottom row).
Orszag-Tang vortex
The relativistic version of the Orszag-Tang vortex is a 2-dimensional test case for
GRMHD systems (see, e.g., [93]). It describes the flow of an ideal fluid (3.69) with
adiabatic index 5/3. The initial conditions (and hence the states at later times)
























(a) Rest mass density ρ (b) Magnetic pressure pmag = b
2/2
(c) Specific internal energy  (d) Logarithm of divergence cleaning field
log(|Φ|)
Figure 3.6: State of the Orszag-Tang vortex at time 1.0 evolved using a P2 scheme
supplemented by the HWENO limiter. Reading across: rest-mass density, mag-
netic pressure, specific internal energy, and the value of the divergence cleaning
field.
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where ρ is the rest-mass density, p the pressure, vi the spatial velocity, and Bi the
magnetic field.
As with the blast wave above, we evolve the system in 3 dimensions by having
a single periodic element in the z direction. In the other two dimensions we use
256× 256 linear elements. We evolve the system using a P2 scheme supplemented
by the HWENO limiter until time 1.0, at which point the state is as shown in
Figure 3.6.
3.4.2 The Fishbone-Moncrief disk
The Fishbone-Moncrief disk [94] is an isentropic thick fluid disk orbiting a Kerr
black hole. We provide an overview of the relevant equations and our notation
in Appendix 3.A. We evolve the Fishbone-Moncrief disk on a cube of extent
[−40, 40] × [2, 40] × [−8, 8], with the mass of the black hole set to M = 1, di-
mensionless spin χ = 0.9375, polytropic constant K = 10−3, polytropic exponent
γ = 4/3, inner edge radius rin = 6, and max pressure radius rmax = 12. This
configuration has a maximum rest mass density ρmax ≈ 77 and an orbital period
T ≈ 247.
To verify that we do not have slowly exponentially growing modes we evolve
the disk to t = 600. In Figure 3.7 we show the L2 error of the rest mass density as a
function of time for three different resolutions. We use a P2 scheme supplemented
by the HWENO limiter and a third order time stepper. We observe that the errors
grow early on and then reach a new equilibrium solution that appears to be stable
over long time scales. We observe second order convergence.
In Figure 3.8 we plot the error in the rest mass density in the equatorial plane
at t = 600 from the highest-resolution evolution. The disk is rotating counter
clockwise, so the error build up on the left side of the disk is expected, especially
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)) {25, 24, 23} elements
{26, 25, 24} elements
{27, 26, 25} elements
Figure 3.7: Error in the rest mass density ρ at three different resolutions for a
Fishbone-Moncrief disk evolution using a P2 scheme with the HWENO limiter.
Second order convergence is observed.
given that we are imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions so the errors are unable
to propagate off the grid. The disk evolves to a new equilibrium state where the
left side is radially farther out than the exact solution. This is also the location of
the largest errors, generally consistent with the difficulty of maintaining surfaces.
3.5 Acknowledgements
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Figure 3.8: Error in the rest mass density ρ at t = 600 for a Fishbone-Moncrief
disk evolution with {27, 26, 25} elements in {x, y, z}, respectively, using a P2 scheme
with the HWENO limiter.
3.A Fishbone-Moncrief disk equations
The Fishbone-Moncrief solution [94] assumes a toroidal flow in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) and so the 4-velocity of the fluid is given by
ua =
(
ut, 0, 0, uφ
)
. (3.96)
Ignoring self-gravity allows the fluid variables to be determined as functions of
the metric. Following the treatment by Kozlowski et al. [95] (but using signature











where Ω is the angular velocity, p is the fluid pressure, e is the energy density,
and W is an auxiliary quantity interpreted in the Newtonian limit as the total
(gravitational + centrifugal) potential. Win and pin are the potential and the
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pressure at the radius of the inner edge rin, i.e. the closest edge to the black hole.
Here we assume pin = 0.





















uφ = Ωut, (3.101)
W = lΩ− lnut, (3.102)
where
Σ =r2 + a2 cos2 θ (3.103)




)2 −∆a2 sin2 θ (3.105)
and l = uφu
t is the angular momentum per unit intertial mass, which parameterizes
the disk. In deriving the solution, an integration constant has been chosen so that
W → 0 as r → ∞, in accordance with the Newtonian limit. Note that, from its
definition, equipotential contours coincide with isobaric contours.
Physically, the matter can fill each of the closed surfaces W = const, giving
rise to an orbiting thick disk. For W > 0, all equipotentials are open, whereas for
W < 0, some of them will be closed. Should a disk exist, the pressure reaches a
maximum value on the equator at a coordinate radius rmax that is related to the















Mr3max + (rmax − 3M) r2max
. (3.106)
Once W is determined, an equation of state is required in order to obtain the
thermodynamic variables.
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Since the flow is isentropic, the specific enthalpy can readily be obtained from








h = hin exp (Win −W ) , (3.108)
The pressure can be obtained from a thermodynamic relation of the form h = h(p).
Here we assume a polytropic equation of state given by
p(ρ) = Kργ, (3.109)
where K is the polytropic constant and γ is the polytropic exponent.
Finally, the 4-velocity in Cartesian Kerr-Schild coordinates is given by
uaKS = u
t(1,−yΩ, xΩ, 0), (3.110)
where ut and Ω are now functions of the Kerr-Schild coordinates. The spatial
velocity is obtained from its definition (3.11).
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